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It fills a
new slot

Danny Haines. Keilh Wilding and Andrew De La Haye. seen
the hackgrtnind of the assembly floor in building I.

against

Focussed
factory
comes on stream
THE INITIAL work on the
M2000 vision for building 1
started three years ago and by
early 1993 the current programme
of changes will be completed.
""Having been involved in the
very early stages, and now
returning to building 1 as
operations manager," says Danny
Haines. ""I look with considerable
pride at what is now an ultramodern factory — a tribute to the
vision and tremendous hard work
of the Mitcheldean team.'"
The flow through the building
is now starting to take place in
line with that vision, with parts
flowing into the building via the
west docks, through the JIT stores
and kitting areas and to the lines
via operator pull.
Finished products are then
routed through common flash test
and pack areas and out via the
new south docks.
The image of the building is
taking shape with colour-coordinated decor throughout,
suspended lighting system,
Flexigrid conveyor lines and
integral main and satellite
restaurants.

"Whilst there is much
evidence of achievement to date,
there is still major project work
ahead," Danny points out.
"A mini line was installed
against the east wall prior to the
summer shutdown, and the
common pack area was completed
during that period.
"By early 1993, the current
5012/14 and 5018/28/34 family
lines will be replaced by Flexigrid
in readiness for a variant product
to the 5028 family.
•"As this work is progressively
completed, the final image of the

The Xerox

low-volume focussed factory will
emerge and the finishing touches
to decor and housekeeping can
take place.
"The challengaK ahead are
both daunting and stimulating,"
says Danny, "with so many new
products to start up, and two-shift
activity in most cases.
" I am very impres.sed with the
positive attitude of all the staff in
building 1, and have no doubts
that, as a team, we shall make a
tremendous success of what will
be our greatest test to date in lowvolume production."

5317

RANK XEROX'S most compact, lowcost A?< copier, the new Xerox .5317 is
only 55cms (22ins) wide. 54cms
(21ins) deep. 34cms (!3ins) high and
weighs 38 kilos (about 85 lbs). Other
machines in this class are larger and
up to 50 per cent heavier.
Unusual in a small machine, the
Xerox 5317 produces 16 copies-perminute. has automatic exposure
ensuring excellent copies of originals
with colour backgrounds, and offers
manual or automatic paper selection,
with automatic reduction or
enlargement.

It also boasts four paper feeds,
including a bypass that can hold 50
sheets from A6 to A3; all trays are
front loading and each holds 250
sheets. They can be adjusted to take
A5, A4, A3 and European, American
and Japanese paper sizes.
Environmentally friendly, the
Xerox 5317 saves power by taking
only 30 seconds to warm up, then
starts automatically. Designed for
quality recycled paper, it has a noise
level in standby mode of just 36
decibels, and 54 decibels in run mcxie
(others work at 60 decibels or more).

" A N ENTRY level A3 copier, the
Xerox 5317 occupies a new slot
for us," says Keith Wilding,
manufacturing resource team
manager.
Launched last June in the
European region, it represents a
big investment and a major
achievement.
"This has been our first
product where we have achieved
50 per cent integration of
European-sourced parts at the
start of build, and also our first
low-volume product out of Japan
where we have linked with a
product delivery team in Welwyn
to deliver a unique Rank Xerox
machine.
"Communications with
Welwyn have been very good and
the set-up has worked extremely
well," Keith reports.
Apart from the El content, the
5317, which is based on the Fuji
Xerox 5017, has been upgraded to
meet RX marketing requirements
as well as stringent European
standards as regards fire and
electrical safety.
Keith initiated the programme
plan, working with Fuji Xerox
and Welwyn plus Marlow, and
Andrew De La Haye, as the
product assembly manager,
picked up the site activities.
Included in the programme
plan have been a number of tests
Continued on page 2

A faciUty
flexibility
THE 'SHOWCASE' assembly
lines — f o r 5012/14 and
5018/28/34 — have occupied just
one third of the space designated
for production in building 1.
Over recent months the other
two-thirds have gradually filled
up with equipment and now. from
the mezzanine floor, one can look
across six assembly grids where
five families of models (more if
you count the different
configurations available) are
produced with the latest
technology.
The aim has been to have a
Just in Time (JIT) facility which
provides the flexibility to respond
rapidly to market demands.
Learning from the initial
showcase installation, all the grids
have been made the same length
and the convergent standard
Flexigrid, a powered conveyor
system on wheels, has been
adopted.
This comes in 3ft and 1 Oft
sections which can be locked into
position to the required
configuration with easy plug-in
devices. Each section is powered
individually so there's no wear
and tear or waste of electricity
when it's not needed.
Nothing in the assembly lines
is bolted to the floor; so i f a
change becomes necessary, it can
be done without upheaval and
expense, and our own fitters can
make the modifications.
"We have already moved a

Comimied from page I

to ensure product quality. Andrew
told us: "Outgoing quality is
looking very good — we have
consistently met or bettered
targets."
The processor is being
assembled in building I , and the
two-tray module and stand,
sourced in the UK, are put
together in building 13/2.
These are despatched
separately from the processor, and
the 5317 is in.stalled in the field
either as a desktop model, or
combined with the two-tray unit
and stand, giving greater
flexibility to the user.
Easily recognisable on account
of their rounded contours, a
number of these machines have
been placed around the site
designated as 'customer
satisfaction machines' and the
Opcos have been sent some units
for their own use.
Feedback on site has been
excellent, and Keith was pleased
to report that "although it is early
days, there is proving to be a very
strong deinand for the product."
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Standing at the start, and finish,
of the U-shaped main line are
section manager Sieve Cooper
and (right) .lohn George
(MED). The Xero.x 5317 is
ready to he powered off on to a
trolley. Below right: At the
marriage station,
upperfi-ame\
arriving right are fitted on the
machine base on the main line.
Here operator Helen Morris
consults mechanical
adjuster
Rav
Skidmoie.

few pieces around," said Vance
Hopkins (MED) who prepared the
working drawings from which
Martin Exell and Colin McHugh
(works engineering) effected
implementation.
The 5317 line commences at
the north end with pre-assembly,
where pallet goods are delivered
and kitted on to trolleys, the
cartons going direct to the
stations. Subs are built at the
point of use within the grid — all
in the cause of JIT.
Completed upper frames, built
on a U-shaped line, are married to
the machine bases which travel on
another U-shaped line. After
completion, the machines are
powered off on to trolleys for
inspection before going through
FR&T and CCT.
For the first time, all the
assembly lines share a common
pack area with two pack lines fed
by three grids each. Adjacent to
each pack line is a multi-flash
facility ensuring more efficient

Sourcing
THE EUROPEAN Integration
activity kicked off in May last year
with the visit to Fuji Xerox of MRT
manager Keith Wilding and new
product procurement manager Peter
Street, together with Welwyn's John
Cook. RXSC design manager, and
Bob Carter, programme technical
manager.
One hundred and fifty parts for
the Xerox 5317 have now been
sourced in Europe to give us the
majority of the material-in-Europe
cost in accordance with EC
legislation.
"Using translated Japanese
drawings, we worked with 37
suppliers in the EC; 27 are in the UK
and 12 of these are new to
Mitcheldean.
"This move towards a high level
of sourcing in the UK will assist
Mitcheldean plant with JIT
challenges over the next few years."
said Peter.
Acknowledging the good work
carried out by the EI team, he also

utilisation of the test area.
Another improvement is the
use of new Strapex palletisers.
generally known as
'swordbanders'. This is because
they thrust the band through the
void in the wooden pallets, thus
avoiding the scuffing which
occurs when the band is run right
underneath and comes in contact
with the ground.
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Any news for

Vision?

If you have, then please —
mail it to me in bid. 512,
or leave it at any gatehouse
collection hy me,

for

or post it to me at Tree Tops.
Plump Hill. Mitcheldean
GLI7
OEU.
or rin^ me — ext.566 or
542415.
Myrtle Fowler,

Dean

editor

Europe

From left: FPP manager Bob Salt and Patrick Shaw, who managed ilw Id
engineering side, with K. Takemura-san, procurement manager in FX Ebina.
and Noko Atherton, our FX procurement
liaison
manager.

mentioned the significant contribution
made by Alec Davis, a member of the
world-wide MRT team in Japan, and
by some EI staff who had gone over
there on shorter-term assignments to
help with the channelling of product
information to Mitcheldean.
He spoke, too, of the "terrific

support" of the material and technical
teams within Fuji Xerox, and
similarly of Bob Carter's design team
at Welwyn.
Management of the parts suppl>
has now been passed over to Alan
Lynes' current product procurement
team.

In the lAP fetcilitv. Dave Masson focusses the video camera on the two-tray
module which Steve Hodder is positioning. Behind, apprentice Neil Beard
'grabs' an image on the computer to 'paste' on to lAP.

Speeding

, ..c^

Showcase

Restaurant

LOCATED ON the west side of
building 1, the new Showcase
Restaurant is light and restful and
offers counter service of hot and
cold dishes. At one end, partitions
separate it from the coffee lounge
where there are vending machines
and a self-brew facility with two
fridges. Everyone agreed to, and
keeps to, a 'no smoking' rule (a
separate smoking area is provided
near the satellite restaurant).
Chatting in the lounge here are
(from left) 5317 section manager
Kevin Hegarty, Kevin James
(commodity operations) and Mike
Overbury (QA DMC).

ttie

THE 5317 copier programme has
gone at a cracking pace.
Since last June, product
engineering have developed the
assembly processes, identified
and manufactured assembly
tooling from Japanese drawings,
and designed and implemented
the facility in conjunction with
works engineering.
" I don't think we could have
introduced the programme as fast
as we did without the illustrated
assembly process," says John
Overbury, manager, low volume
product engineering, while
Andrew De La Haye regards lAP
as "a boon to the training
activity".
Since we last featured lAP in
'Vision', advantage has been
taken of more modem equipment
to develop the system and make it
more effective.
It now takes only half the time
it did before to create a process,
and picture quality is much
improved.
Photographs are taken on
''''''ft^^''-"^
either of two video cameras and
these are stored on hard disk for
incorporation in the assembly

process

process created on screen,
reducing the number of words
needed.
lAP is now based on the Sun
PC, two systems being networked
together, and the 'Interleaf
desktop publishing package is
used, replacing the former
'Ventura'.
The format is convergent
standard and there is a direct link
with the USA via Ethernet, so
Xerox can take advantage of our
lAPs.
Now located on the mezzanine
floor in building 1, along with all
low-volume M E D staff, the lAP
facility is attracting many visitors,
some of them long term.
Early in June a group of Xerox
MED engineers arrived to work
with our engineers developing the
processes for a forthcoming
product, and the joint effort was
still in progress as we went to
press.
"They have product
knowledge while we have the
Mitcheldean lAP system
knowledge, so we can be of
mutual benefit," says John.

An account of Joe Graham
JOE GRAHAM'S sense of
humour is as strong as his Scottish
accent.
A former audit manager with a
leading firm of accountants, his
appointment last year as deputy
UK chief accountant based at
Mitcheldean has given him a view
from the other side of the fence.
And it could give us a head
start when it comes to the external
auditor's review!
Joe's career to date has not
followed the traditional pattern.
Having qualified as a chartered
accountant in 1987. he was
contracted by his firm. Coopers &
Lybrand Deloittc, to work for
three months in Liberia, that hot
and steamy West African country
lying close to the equator which
suffers the occasional military
coup!
"There was an oil company
takeover and I went as one of a
team of investigating accountants
to report on the financial aspects. I
lived in the quarters of the
Swedish Ambassador." Joe told
us, adding diplomatically, " I had a
very limited life-style — going
out was a bit risky."
But it gave him a taste for
travel and. after returning to
Glasgow early in 1988. he was
happy to have the opportunity to
go out to Sydney. Australia, the
following September.
"This was to be an 18-month
contract, but I ended up spending
two and a half years there because
I liked it so much.
"We had a portfolio of various
public companies for which we

Jt>e Griiluim

did the audit as well as
'specials'." Other contracts
involved six months with DEC in
Ayrshire and a short spell in the
London office of Coopers &
Lybrand Deloitte.
Joe was back in Glasgow
when a friend approached him
about the opportunity at
Mitcheldean. "1 felt a move into
industry would fit in well with my
career aspirations and give me
experience of being more in the
front line."
The six months from April to
September last year were
particularly eventful. In that time
he changed his job. bought a
house in Cheltenham and got
married (an occasion for wearing

More cases
FURTHER EXAMPLES of
Kaizen at work have come to
light in parts manufacturing's
new low mass fuser roll facility.
The aim is to ensure
continuous flow of material, and
the gap existing between the end
of the coating line and the next
operation, polishing, called out
for a Kaizen solution.
The idea for this caine from
the visit paid earlier by
engineers Roger Imm and Keith
Williams to Fuji Xerox to study
the spraying process.
In conjunction with
operators Dennis Pick and Neale
Wozencroft. Roger and small
batch technician Terry Brown
devised and constructed a ramp
in the form of a wooden table.
This has an arm which picks
off the rolls as they emerge from
the cooling tunnel. They then

the green and blue tartan of the
Graham clan).
His wife Elaine, who also
comes from Glasgow, works as a
secretary in the marketing
department of Kraft General
Foods in Cheltenham. "It's a
beautiful town and a great change
from the hustle and bustle of
Glasgow, Sydney and London."
says Joe.
He's settled in well at
Mitcheldean too (he and his
colleagues have become attuned
to each other's accents!) and on
29 June he was appointed to
succeed Tim Booth as chief
accountant, following Tim's new
appointment.
As distinct from Phil King's
control function, the RXMO UK
accounting team does general
group accounting for Marlow and
Welwyn as well as Mitcheldean. a
major activity being the
processing of invoices and
payments to third party and intercompany suppliers.
While the general ledger is in
pounds sterling, most of the
performance and consolidation
reporting to Xerox has to be in
US dollars — which makes a
change from the Liberian and
Australian varieties.
"Our aim in UK accounting is
to ensure we do a quality job and
satisfy our customers, just as in
any other department on site. It is
in the interests not only of
individual locations but also of
Rank Xerox as a whole that the
financial statements we prepare
present an accurate picture of our

business," says Joe, adding: " I
guess the underlying legal
requirement is fairly important,
too!
"Just now is a particularly
busy time, as the whole
department looks towards
implementing new general ledger
and bought ledger accounting
packages."
Our chat was punctuated by
'phone calls during which Joe did
some rapid finger-work on his
calculator. His left arm was
encased in plaster, we noticed,
and we promptly got an exclusive
for "Vision'.
Football is an interest of his
(he's a strong supporter of the
Scottish champions. Glasgow
Rangers) and it was while playing
a 'friendly" match that he broke
his arm.
But his number one hobby is
golf which he has played since he
was 15. With a handicap of 12,
he"s exercised his swing on such
famous courses as St. Andrews
and Gleneagles, and was a
member of two clubs when in
Scotland.
"There are a lot more courses
and a lot fewer people there, so it
makes joining a private club a
good deal easier," he pointed out.
Since arriving at Mitcheldean
he has joined the RX Golfing
Society, but that activity has had
to be put on ice following his
accident.
The plaster cast has obliged
him to adopt one-finger touch
typing on the port side of his
terminal keyboard. Fortunately,
however, he's right-handed, so his
signature on the 50 or so cheques
he passes each week has remained
unaffected by the handicap!

of Kaizen

roll gently down the inclined
table (side guides are in place to
stop any wayward rolls that
might have an inclination to roll
off) to the input magazine of
the polisher.
Here they are conveyed
automatically from the roughing
wheel to the finishing wheel to
the end magazine; this holds
only nine at a time, so the plan is
to construct another unloading
arm and ramp to take them from
the polishing machine and thus
keep the process moving.
The cost of the Kaizen
effort? "About £20 for plywood
and ordinary 2x2 timber." Roger
told us.
The coating line is also a
good place to spot another
Kaizen project.
Using a ratchet handle
instead of an Allen key is now

providing a better way of
locking many things that require
re-setting.
"It means you don't have to
reach for a key every time you
need to alter the setting," says
Dennis Pick, "so it's easier for
the operator.""
After use a key is of course
removed, whereas a handle stays
parked; but it needn't get in the
way — you just pull it out a
little, turn it to the desired
position and push it back to
lock it.
The ratchet handles come in
different sizes and threads, and
can be of plastic or metal to suit
the application.
Some items of equipment
come with them already
incorporated — you can see
them on the support ' V s ' of the
pre-heating oven conveyor.

which are adjustable for
different lengths of rolls.
Other equipment is being
fitted with the handles wherever
feasible — the polisher
mentioned earlier is a case in
point.

Constructive

offer

H A V I N G NOW acquired some
expertise in Kaizen projects,
small batch (parts
manufacturing) are in a position
to give constructive help to other
areas with any projects they
would like to carry out, says
section manager Bob Turner.
Just contact him on
ext. 1453 i f you'd like to take up
the offer.

WORKING ON WASTE-

to reduce
NOW THAT the Earth Summit is
behind us. it"s perhaps timely to
ask: "What are we doing for the
environment in our particular
neck of the woods?'
Historically, the Rank Xerox
track record in this respect is good
and — particularly in the area of
handling waste effectively —
Mitcheldean has been one of the
more successful locations.

it and re-use

audits, energy conservation,
eliminating all CFCs from
inanufacturing proces.ses,
introducing recyclable packaging
and employing re-usable pallets.
"But there's a great deal more
we could do," says Keith, "and
we want to do it by involving
employees in environmental
activities at the workplace."
Within RXMO an
environmental steering
committee, chaired by human
resources director Bernard
Morris, has been set up and Keith
Grant is our representative on that.
As a pilot activity for RXMO.
we at Mitcheldean are starting an

/;(the piiiiii shop, .laekie
Hodges gives a recycled
machine panel a good nth
down in preparation for
painting.

"The concept of recycling is
embedded in our processes." says
materials manager Keith Grant.
"We have recycled our products
for many years.
"Back in 1988, we established
asset recovery and, today, that
operation can recover 2,000 part
numbers, saving millions of
pounds worth of parts.
"Our intention now is to grow
asset recovery considerably and
incorporate more recycled parts in
both new and recycled machines."
Much has been accomplished
already through environmental

Assessed
TWO ENCOURAGING items of
news concerning the status of
Rank Xerox as a whole, and
Mitcheldean plant in particular,
arrived at the end of June.
The award of "certified status'
under the company's Business
Excellence Certification process,
was announced shortly after a visit
to this site on 25 June of two
examiners — Vernon Zelmer.
managing director of Rank Xerox
(UK), and Karl-Heinz Fussbahn.
customer service and logi.stics
director of the German OpCo.
While they were generally

environmental campaign,
with Keith acting as chairman of
our own steering committee.
"Our aim is to stop wasteful
working practices and help
educate people." says Keith.
"Environmental issues are
everyone's concern and we want
to get people motivated and
involved".
The groundwork is being laid
now and it is intended that, with
the summer shutdown over,
working groups will be set up
progressively across the site, the

it

group leaders being members of
the site steering committee. These
groups, each consisting of about
six people, will have an initial list
of possible activities to get to
grips with.
"Take process waste as an
example," says asset manager
Carl Joiner, a member of the plant
steering committee. ""We produce
tonnes of it, of which we recycle
some 40 to 50 per cent. Now we
are looking at recycle
opportunities for the remainder,
which traditionally has gone to
landfill. The emphasis is on asset
recovery and our target is zero
landfill. But there is a lot we have
to do before we can achieve this.
"Moreover, although process
waste is a priority, we are
also tackling the problem
in other areas, such as office
waste.
"Our first
task will be to
identify the
volumes
involved in the
different types of
waste from the
different areas and,
initially, to work on
those which
represent the
greatest volume,"
adds Carl.
"In this respect,
plastics will be one of the major
contributors. We can now
distinguish the different types and
they are granulated by a
contractor as part of the asset
recovery business.
"The challenge is to find ways
of segregating different materials
— plastic, glass, ferrous, etc. —
on the production lines."
Our environmental steering
committee sees collective action
as the route to success and the

among the best
complimentary about our
processes and the commitment of
people on site, they also identified
some areas of opportunity,
particularly in the area of customer
satisfaction, and both examiners
offered us the services available
in the two operating companies to
enable us to gain a better
understanding of the paying
customer needs. That's something
we are now working on.
The next stage in the process
will be a further examination in
1993. when the certification
standard will be raised.

We're finalists
The other excellent bit of news
was that Rank Xerox has been
short-listed as one of six finalists
for the inaugural European Quality
Award.
As explained in our
March/April issue, this is an allEurope quality challenge, which
gives us the opportunity to
measure our capabilities against
some of the largest companies in
Western Europe.
As we went to press we learned
that a team of assessors would be
visiting IHQ at Marlow and the

RANK XEROX as a whole is
stepping up its commitment to a
sound environmental policy — and
it makes good business sense.
Both Xerox and Rank Xerox,
along with many other companies
woridwide. have this year signed the
International Chamber of Commerce
Charter for Sustainable
Development. This charter's
emphasis is on ensuring that present
needs are satisfied without
compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.
Rank Xerox has already
published a new booklet on
'Environmental Policy and
Practices' which sums up the
company's many achievements in
this area to date, and a code of
practice is being distributed to all
RXMO employees in their local
language.
A director of environment —
Karl Kummer — has been
appointed, who is developing a
company-wide strategy to further
improve performance
environmentally. A key part of his
planning is to establish a network of
functional managers with the
expertise to develop and implement
environmental policy in every part
of the company.
working groups as a key factor in
this. It is planned that time in the
working day will be provided for
initial group meetings, and a
modest budget funded from asset
recovery will be made available.
"Reporting will be informal,"
says Keith, "and the controls kept
as simple as possible. After all, it
would be rather counterproductive i f our activity
generated yet more waste in the
form of paper!"
Each working group will
look for opportunities in their
respective areas for asset
segregation and recycling.
Developments will be notified
on 'environmental notice boards'
and we hope to feature some
success stories in future issues
of 'Vision'.
"Today we are in front of the
requirements of legislation," says
Keith. "With this planned
activity, we fully intend to stay
there!
Belgian OpCo during the week
commencing 10 August, and the
Venray plant and European
Logistics Centre during the week
commencing 24 August.
Our site director Gerry Lane is
taking part in both the Marlow and
Venray reviews, along with Pierre
van Coppernolle, director of
manufacturing operations at Lille.
The aim is to demonstrate a
European manufacturing activity
and both Lille and Mitcheldean
have been involved in preparing
information for Venray to include
in its portfolio.
We shall have to wait until the
end of September before we hear
the outcome.

T H O S E WHO received L S A
25-year service awards at
the dinner were:
Christine Horlick,
Peter Ball, Alan Barnett,
Clive Barnett,
Mike Bendall, Mike Bradley,
Kenny Buffin,
Gordon Bullock,Clive
Burford, Mike Carter,
Roy Chamberlain, Brian
Cooke, Geoff Duggan,
Clarry Games, Ian Hale,
Graham Hook, Gordon
Jones, Trevor Jones,
Roger Meek, Roger Preece,
Eddie Sleeman, John
Spratley, Des Symonds,
Tony Waltham, Terry Wear,
Francis Witts.

Allan

VlckersMt)

It's a story of growth
In all areas
THINGS ARE on the up and up.
This was the theme of the 39th
annual dinner of the Mitcheldean
Long Service Association held on
Friday. 8 May.
Back in their traditional venue
— the Chase Hotel in Ross-onWye — 298 LSA members and
guests heard of growth in all areas,
including the membership.
Of the 37 employees qualifying
this year for their LSA 25-year
awards, 26 were present to receive
them from principal guest Allan
Vickery. director, Rank Xerox
logistics operations. (Next year no
less than 75 qualify for such
awards!)
Allan, who is responsible for
buying Xerox machines, spares,
etc., from Mitcheldean and other
Xerox plants and distributing them
throughout the Rank Xerox

and of dramatic improvements in
Rank Xerox's position in the
inarketplace.
"We are one of the 150 largest
companies in Europe with a
500,000 customer base, employing
26,000 people and offering an
array of products second to none."
Although the year had been
difficult, he said, "our market
share is growing, so is customer
satisfaction — our number one
priority. Last year 97 per cent of
customers reported their
satisfaction with our products; our
aim is to make this 100 per cent."
Closely linked to this was our
second priority — employee
satisfaction — and a great deal of
effort has been put into improving
this, he pointed out.

Site director Gerry Lane, who
is president of the association, had
had to attend a senior management
meeting in the USA, and in his
absence Kevin Horrobin, LSA
chairman and manager of the
reprographics business centre,
highlighted some of the plant's
recent achievements and activities.
Milestones in the past 12
months included the National
Training Award announced by the
Prince of Wales at a London
ceremony, and the D & M
President's Award for the best
overall safety performance of any
Xerox manufacturing plant across
the world.
Another milestone was the
celebration last autumn of 50 years
of association with the village of
Mitcheldean, marked by the
presentation of a gold chain of
office to the Parish Council

Also qualifying this year
were: Alan Bosher, Derick
Burns, Dick Delahay, Albert
Drury, Roger Imm, Leslie
Meek, Sidney Phelps, James
Pearce, Michael Ravvlings,
Brian Sterrv, Nell Williams.

chairman.
"Currently the level of activity
on site is extremely high," said
Kevin, "particularly as we work on
a range of new programme
introductions.
"The challenge is made even
greater by the fact that we will be
sourcing up to 80 per cent of the
materials and components for the
new products from European and
local suppliers, who will be
situated within a delivery capacity
of 24 hours from Mitcheldean."
There had been heavy
investment in the infrastructure of
the plant, he reported. Within new
build areas, new production lines
were being laid down and facilities
upgraded. Our parts manufacturing
facility was being improved and
modernised and we were also
relocating and upgrading our
harness assembly facility.
"These activities and
investments, coupled with the
recent successful transfer of the

electronics manufacturing plant
from Welwyn to Mitcheldean. are
aimed at establishing Mitcheldean
as an integrated world-class
manufacturing facility, which will
ensure the stability of the plant
and, we hope, foster future growth.
"Just over 1,830 people are
employed and the company is in
the process of recruiting a range of
additional staff across all areas.
These are initially for a temporary
period; however, in June last year.
550 of the then temporary staff
were converted to permanent
positions." (At the time of going to
press Mitcheldean staff numbered
over 2.100.)
"The site today is involved in a
diverse range of activities. We
continue to build a range of low
and mid volume copiers and
printers, all of which are currently
demonstrating a strong demand
within the marketplace.
"In addition, we have a
recycling department which also
customises electronic printers for
customers.
"The EMC continues to go
from strength to strength,
demonstrating improved
productivity, quality and regular
schedule achievement."
Kevin then referred to the
significant changes being made in
the way that Xerox manages its
document processing business, and
in the structure of its organisation.
"These are being made to
enable Xerox to provide a faster
response to customers, to place
responsibility and accountability
further down the organisation, and
to allow employees to exercise
greater entrepreneurial skills.
"Nine document processing
business divisions have been
established, each with world-wide
responsibility, and each having its
own president and profit
accountability.
"In anticipation of this change,
we have undertaken a major
reorganisation of Mitcheldean
plant in order to ensure that we
closely align ourselves with these
new business divisions, for they

will be the important product
allocation decision-makers of the
future.
"Our own organisation is now
structured into business centres.
The reprographics business centre
has responsibility for all new build
and recycled products; electronics
and harness manufacturing have
been combined into one business
centre; parts manufacturing and
asset management have been
combined with the materials
function.
"Each of these business centres
has full accountability for its own
quality, engineering, materials
planning, procurement and costs,"
explained Kevin.
Even the site itself was
growing again, he reported. Work
was starting on the construction of
a new £12 million European data
centre, to the north of building I .
"The fact that Mitcheldean has
been selected as the location is a
tremendous boost for the plant.
Although it is expected to employ
no more than around 20 operations
staff, the construction work will
provide much needed job
opportunities within the locality."
Among the guests at the dinner
were Mitcheldean's human
resources manager Robin Fyffe
and representatives of other LSAs
— Bob Harrison (Rank Taylor
Hobson. Leicester). Ron Caldicutt
and Willie O'Halloran (Welwyn
Garden City).
Ron, who responded to Kevins
toast to the guests, has been a
member of three LSAs
(Mitcheldean and Venray as well
as Welwyn).
"Whatever plant you go to,
everybody looks to Mitcheldean as
the elder statesman of European
activities — I am proud to have
been associated with it," he said.
Returning here brought back
memories — like some earlier stag
night routines. These included
being thrown in the fishpond (no
longer possible since it has been
removed in the course of
providing extra parking space for
Business Park/MEWS tenants!).
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John Gwill wilh his medal.

John meets the Duke
JOHN G W I L T of product quality
audit, whose success in an
engineering course was featured
in Vision" recently, went to
Buckingham Palace to receive
his award from the Duke of
Edinburgh on 8 July.
John won the top student
award for attaining the best
overall result in exams in the
first year City & Guilds general
engineering course, which he
took at the Royal Forest of Dean
College in 1991.
He was featured in the local
press and in a College display.
Then to his surprise he received a
letter inviting him to attend at the
Palace, for a re-presentation of his
bronze medal by the Duke, who is
president of the City & Guilds of
London Institute.
Two medal winners, one silver

and one bronze, from each of the
regions had been invited to the
ceremony, making 24 in all. as a
representative selection of the
award winners — 169 bronze and
221 silver medallists for over 300
City & Guilds subjects (ranging
from engineering to hotels &
catering) at some 4,500 centres
in 70 countries throughout the
world.
John"s selection as one of
the 24 was therefore quite
something to be proud oL
PQA manager Ian Hale was
attending a global audit 'summit'
in Lille, at which 17 PQA labs
were represented, when he heard
the news. He promptly asked for
a fax of the invitation and. beating
Reirters to it, thus circulated the
story across the Xerox world,
from China to Brazil!
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John Stinger takes a video shot of
Ruth Bullock in Newent
Community
School art department.

Equipping tiiem
for a career
"IT HAS opened up a whole new
world for us," said Keith Baugh,
head of art at Newent Community
School. "It encourages pupils to
be more creative and has potential
for animation."
He was talking about the video
camera and digitizer which Rank
Xerox Mitcheldean had enabled
them to acquire.
In the art room we saw
students working on a portrait
project and using technology in a
way reminiscent of our illustrated
assembly process.
They photographed each other,
got the image converted by

digitizer into computer-readable
form and pulled it up on screen.
They then added decorative
touches with the aid of a colour
menu and obtained a printout,
thus producing a wider variety of
images.
With RXMP funding, the
school has also been able to

acquire a new colour printer for
the information technology
department, located in another
part of the campus.
And in the craft, design and
technology room, a new vacuumformer, replacing an oldfashioned one which had "given
up the ghost through over-work",
has been installed.
With the aid of this, sixth form
students were seen producing
some colourful plastic bodywork
for model cars.
" A l l the sponsored equipment
is being well used," Carole
Pritchard, the industrial
links tutor, assured us.
Our sponsorship
scheme was introduced
\ '
^'^ enable selected local
11 I
\s to put in place
^•1
\, and
1 purchase equipment,
enabling youngsters to
acquire skills useful to
them in their working
life.
Said human
resources manager
Robin Fyffe: "We
have tried to
concentrate our
I M sponsorship in the
' areas of science,
technology and
design."
In 1989 we
assisted with the
purchase of items of
equipment for a new science and
technology laboratory at
neighbouring Dene Magna
Community School.
This year it was the turn of
Newent Community School and
Whitecross School, Lydney, to
benefit — because, like Dene
Magna, "they are amongst the
biggest schools in the area keen to
develop relations with industry,"
said Robin.
At Whitecross we saw how
our sponsorship has resulted in a
complete C A D suite. "We would
never have got this project off the

ground without the help of Rank
Xerox," said headinaster David
Throp.
Two Goldstar computers, one
with mouse and printer, the other
with digitizer and plotter, were
funded by RXMP, while craft,
design and technology staff
constructed the suite itself as part
of the workshop complex,
equipping it with side benching
and electrical outlets.
All year 7 pupils, on entry to
the school, are introduced to the
equipment which has AutoSketch facilities, and from then on
they can use it just like other
pieces of workshop equipment.
Workshop drawings,
questionnaires, invitations —
these are some of the things they
produce on it, and a threedimensional package on order
will widen the scope.
It's not ju.st the pupils who
benefit from the facility either.
The staff use the equipment for
word-processing, producing
worksheets and examination
material or — one of the most
valued applications — making
OHPs as top quality teaching aids.
Whitecross aims to be a
community school, and the
facility is also being made
available for the use of local

businesses and the general public.
The RXMP link with local
schools starts at primary level. A
joint venture between local
primary schools and our company
began two years ago, initiated by
Gloucestershire SATRO, under
which teachers and pupils spent
time on site.
Students from secondary
schools who come to gain work
experience are a familiar sight at
Mitcheldean; and there have been
'one-off instances where we have
been happy to assist.
Recently two Newent pupils
— Andrew Shaw and Matthew
Street — had the help of Bob
Turner, his staff and apprentices
in small batch, with CDT project
problems.
Then there was Julie Hesk,
who came for work experience
earlier this year. An ' A ' level
student doing business studies,
she returned to carry out a project
on the impact which foreign
languages have on our activities.
We 'let her loose' to talk with
staff who have dealings with
foreign nationals; she also spent
time in our 'open learning' centre.
Continued opposite
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Valuable links

other ways in which
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the engineering profession.

people's horizons.

Survival of
the fitters

Tap clicss men (lefu leny Dunnlei and Gndiam Whiliiker and (light) Pete
Griffiths and Terry Darrington witli club president Phil King after the
presentation of prizes.

Top two share cup
FOR THE first time ever, the
President's Cup for winning most
games in the Chess club's annual
league has been awarded to two
players instead of one. It was
presented to the winners by club
president Phil King after the
annual general meeting on 16
June.
Terry Darrington and Pete
Griffiths finished on equal points
and, since it was they who reformed the club, they were happy
to share top place.
However, it won't happen
again. Under new rules adopted at
the meeting, there will be a playoff if two or more players share
the same number of points.
For the last two years it has
been Wilf Jones who has won the
Cup; he has been suffering from a
loss of form on the chess board,
but recovered to play well and
beat Mai Wootton, avoiding a
duck for the season.
Graham Whitaker beat last
year's winner Dennis Brain in the
final of the Portman Cup
(individual). Graham has had an
excellent season, finishing only
half a point behind the winners in
the club league.
For the third consecutive year,
Terry Daunter won the Speed
Chess, winning all his games on
the evening. Terry Darrington
was runner-up. losing only one
match to Terry Daunter (Pete
Griffiths suffered a serious loss of
form when he found the bar was
open!).
The officers and committee
Continued from page <V

After work experience may
come an apprenticeship, a
traineeship. sponsorship at
college, and industrial placement
— often leading to employment.
"The overall objective." says
Robin, "is to try to attract capable
young people into manufacturing
industry — and we want to be
their prime choice for a career."

remain unchanged for the ensuing
year, with Wilf Jones chairman,
Terry Darrington secretary, Pete
Griffiths treasurer, and Mai
Wootton and Terry Daunter
committee members.
The club team has made a
good start in the North
Gloucestershire summer league,
having won four, drawn two and
lost only one in the seven games
played at the time of going to
press.
For participating in these
league games the club needed to
upgrade their chess sets to
standard size and. thanks to a
donation from the company, they
were able to do so.
This has proved a good move
for some junior players, for on 19
June the club visited neighbouring
Dene Magna School, presented
them with three of the chess sets
they no longer used and played a
few games with up-and-coming
•grand masters'. The school,
having only recently formed their
chess club, were delighted.
The remaining chess sets have
been earmarked for Heywood
School. Cinderford.

Andrew Enibling and Debbie
Knight, both of whom work in EMC,
were married at Fla.xlex Church tm
20 June.

ONE WEDNESDAY
last April, three fitters
working on the gas
supply in no. 2
boilerhouse on the
ritlge caused a release
of gas. which resulted
in fire and injuries to
themselves.
But they made a
remarkably quick
recovery from their
bums, fractured ribs
and loss of
consciousness.
They were actually
RX apprentices —
Justin Harris. Nick
Robinson and Matthew
Whittington — who
had volunteered to be 'casualties'
in an emergency response
exercise.
This was designed to test the
effectiveness of our emergency
organisations in responding to an
incident during the crucial first 15
minutes, after which county
emergency services would be
available.
The exercise was held outside
normal working hours to avoid
interrupting production schedules,
but was run as if everyone was at
work and there was traffic on the
roads, etc.
The fire crew, medical and
first aid. security and works
engineering staff all took part, and
Robin Fyffe and Charlie Walker
(human resources) together with
Mike Cooper (works engineering)
acted as management observers.
Generally speaking, all went
well, but the exercise

Nurse Jacqui Shaw inflicts some
'burns' on Justin Harris, with the
aid of stage make-up.

demonstrated there were some
gaps in our procedures that
needed attention.
Said safety & security
manager John Spratley: "We
intend to step up regular practices
to ensure that the teamwork is
equal to the task, whatever the
emergency."

Safety

postscript

YET ANOTHER testimonial
has come our way. We have
been awarded the British Safety
Council certificate for the 14th
consecutive year. John Spratley
and Chris Marriott (safety &
security) received the award on
our behalf at a ceremony in
London on 15 May.

An 'iinconsciou.s' Matthew Whittington is lifted on to a stretcher lo be
taken by ambulance to the medical centre. Resting against the car.
Nick Robinson nurses his 'fractured ribs'. while Or Roger Martin
monitors the action.

30

years

THIS YEAR marks more than one
milestone for Bill Smith. In
addition to his 30-year service
award as an employee this July, he
will receive next October another
30-year award — from the British
Fire Services Association.
He is. in fact, the longest serving
member of our works fire brigade.
He joined it when working in the
machine shop, where he spent his
first two years before transferring to
QA to become an inspector in 813
sub-assembly.
He was involved with the 3600
machine sorter and ADF at
Gloucester Trading Estate and
Lydney 'outposts' respectively
before joining CBA assembly,
where he was made QC chargehand
in 1976 and foreman four years
later.
After a spell in the wiring
section and refurbishing, he became
a section manager in small copier
operations, then in 1989 he
switched to training department.
This led to his going to Japan to
train on the Xerox 5026, and
afterwards to Egypt to pass on that
knowledge in connection with a
licensing project.
At present he is very involved in
training staff on the newly launched
Xerox 5317 desktop machine.
A former YTS trainee here.
Bill's son Gary is now one of the
5012/14 assembly team; he and his
wife Rachel also have a daughter,
Tina, who works for Laurentian
Life.
Bill enjoys gardening at his
home in Mitcheldean village, and
he plays skittles for the George
Hotel, as he has done for 25 years
— which makes yet another
milestone.
Melvin Butler has worked in
as.sembly, both new build and
recycling, practically all his 30
years with us.
Having started on Bell &
Howell cine equipment, he moved
on to the 914, our earliest copier.

Service

awards

From left: iO-year men Mclvin Butler cind Bill Smith, and a 25-year trio —
Eddie Sleeman. Mike Bradley and Roger Piece e.

and subsequent models, with two
separate spells at Lydney and some
time in the wiring section in the late
'70s.
He joined small copier
operations and in more recent years
was involved with laser printers.
Now he's "on the ridge', recycling
the 1025/1038 machines he used to
build as new.
His wife Norma works on the
twilight shift in EMC. "which
means we really only have the
weekend when we can talk things
over."
Their 17-year-old daughter Zoe
has been taking ' A ' levels at the
Royal Forest of Dean College (she
wants to do law) while their son
Ross (15) is at Heywood School.
Cinderford, getting geared up for
'O' levels. He and his father share
an interest in anything to do with
computers.
Melvin has long been interested
in speedway racing and he still is to
some extent — he follows the
Swindon Robins. Stamp collecting
is yet another interest he pursues "in
a small way" (he always gets the
latest issues from the Post Office)
and he "enjoys a bit of fishing."

20

years

Left: Barry Thomas
(customisadon
& spares) and tright) Bruce Davies
ID&C. recycling). Below: II. to r.)
Keith Knight (recvcliiig
assembly).
Dave Oliver (EMC).
Mike Selwyn
(product safety), Steve Lewis
(materials). Jar Midlahy
(ROS).
Others who qualified for awards
recently »cre Gareth
Adams
(recycling assembly). Bill Lewis
(paint shop) and Nigel Potter
(materials).

years
Eddie Sleeman has worked in
"more or less every branch of stores
on site and off" in the past 25 years.
He started as a packer in the
warehouse that once occupied the
EMC building 4 and moved with it
to Gloucester Trading Estate,
returning before the warehouse
operation did in order to join goods
inwards.
From 1973 onwards he was
employed in building I , which now
houses the product assembly centre
but was then the new supply centre.
With the turning over of the
operation to Frans Maas some
months ago, Eddie came into the
very busy environment of the
harness stores.
"Soon we shall be relocated in
building 3/2 and the stores are to be
upgraded in line with the rest of the
harness centre," says Eddie.
He and his wife Jenny have two
sons. Since last September 18-yearold Andrew, from the Royal Forest
of Dean College, has been on
extended work experience across
the site and is currently placed with
MED in building 1. Their other son.
Paul, is at Heywood School in
Cinderford.
Motor sports generally are
Eddie's main leisure-time interest,
but purely as a spectator; he goes to
Prcscott Hill events and tours Wales
to attend rallies. "I've always been
interested in cars — ever since I
used to pull them about a bit!"
Information Management
department was known as
'computer services' when Mike
Bradley joined as a programmer in
1967. That was the year that RXMP
acquired its first computer, and
installed it in the "admin, building'
where it was viewed with some
trepidation by many!
Some six years later, demand
was outstripping computing
capacity and the existing computer
centre was built to house a larger
mainframe, while Mike and his
fellow programmers and systems
analysts were accommodated in
offices where the training centre
and showroom now are.
From being in charge of payroll
systems, Mike moved on to the
SOLAR materials control system

and some of the initial on-line
applications.
He provided systems support for
SOLAR'S successor, MCS, at
Welwyn as well as Mitcheldean,
and for a couple of years he
travelled weekly to that site.
Today, as systems project
manager, he supports the stores area
and operator-pull in the product
assembly centre.
For 25 years too, he has
provided support for a rather
different activity. Though he has
never been a player, he has carried
out various roles for Cinderford
Town AFC. including that of
chairman and football secretary, and
he's currently social club treasurer.
"We're doing quite well and are
now embarking on a major ground
improvement scheme." he told us.
Mike has also been a MISfit —
a member of the skittles team which
represented IM when it was MIS in
the Forest of Dean skittles league.
The year 1967 also saw design
engineering move into new,
specially created premises (building
6) — one of the exciting
innovations being the refreshment
area!
The first new employee to be
taken on there was Roger Preece.
and for the next 19 years he worked
as a design draughtsman until "there
were just two of us left — myself
and Jim Saunders."
The next couple of years were
spent giving technical support for
licensing projects, during which
time Roger met engineers from
India. Egypt. Bulgaria and Poland,
who came over for training in
assembly and FR&T.
This led to his first trip abroad
for the company, as one of a
Mitcheldean team who set up a
production line in Poland.
On his return he was promoted
to section manager on Xerox 1025
new build. Later he was involved
with the 4030 laser printer and the
5046/47 then last January he moved
into building I . where he is
involved with a new product.
For the past 19 years Roger
has played skittles for the Rank
Xerox Y-Ciders. He also enjoys
attending British Harness Racing
events. " I go all over Wales and the
West to see the "sulkies' in action."
he told us.
He and his wife Brenda have
two married daughters. Rachel is an
RGN at Gloucester Hospital; Claire
works for Gloucester City Council
and has delighted Roger by giving
him a little grandson.
Best wishes to —
EILEEN de Matlos. who celebrated
her 80th birthday last June while on
holiday in Jersey with the RX
Pensions Association — who "made
it a lovely day for me." Joining the
company in London in 1955, Eileen
came to Mitcheldean four years later,
working first in the Bell & Howell
sales department and then in the IDC,
from which she retired in 1972. She
used to organise the department's
annual dinner-dances and. though she
is somewhat hard of hearing and has
had a hip replacement, she regularly
attends LSA events.

Recycling

the finals?

The new champions. Bernie's Beavers — a mainly recycling
below the Ace Finns, the nmncrs-iip from fincuicc.
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Fall-out for
Pied Piper
IT WAS Leap Year in more ways
than one for four RXMP staff
when, on Saturday. 16 May. they
plunged out of an aircraft — for
charity.
Their aim — apart from
landing safely in a nice soft spot
— was to raise cash for the Pied
Piper Appeal for a children's
hospital in Gloucestershire.
The idea of a sponsored
parachute jump had appealed to
Neil Hale, Nick Miles and Gary
Pearce (all of 5047 assembly)
and Grenville Holdsworth (42,35
assembly) as an exciting way to
help a good cause, and they were
joined in the adventure by Rachel
Connabeer. Nick's brother Jeremy
and Neil's brother Clinton.
It turned out to be a beautiful,
warm day with a cloudless sky —
perfect conditions, you might
think, for a fall-out.
But as Ron Loveridge. chief
instructor of the Hereford &
Gloucester Parachute Club at
Staverton. pointed out. there was
a high wind in the upper reaches,
so the group didn't get off the
ground to do their drop until after
6pm. by which time the wind had
lessened.
Plummeting to earth from
2,000 feet, even on a static line

(which causes the parachute to
open automatically), calls for
some serious training and for
seven and a half hours
beforehand the seven first-timers
learned about aircraft exit,
steering the parachute, landing
and other principles of
parachuting, with a strong accent
on safety.
The Cessna 206 could
accommodate only four of them,
so they split into two groups,
Nick. Jeremy and Rachel going
first and making their landing
(they were collected by minibus)
while the other four — Neil,
Clinton, Gren and Gary — were
waiting 'in the wings', so to
speak.
The cost of making the jump
was £90 each, and RXMP
donated £200 towards this (£50
each for the four members of
staff).
There was also a donation of
£250 from the Monmouth School
for Girls where Rachel was a
pupil.
Together with support from
colleagues and friends, a splendid
£1.200 plus was raised and this is
being handed over to the Pied
Piper Appeal.

were level until the final leg. when
Ellen had a duck. Brian notching
up a total 34 to her score of 31.
In the Wooden Spoon contest
for the 'least successful team', the
Marauders (mainly parts
manufacturing QA) beat the Rollers
(fuser rolls) by 214 to 184 to win
the Gardner Merchant trophy.
Controller Phil King, who came
along with his wife Pat to present

IS THERE, we wonder, any
significance in the fact that it was a
recycling operations support
engineer. Richard Andrews, who
undertook the job of organising the
1991/92 Business Park
Interdepartmental Skittles
competition?
Study the photographs of
the winner and runner-up
teams here and you might
well juinp to the conclusion
that recycling is now the
trend in skittling.
They look like last year's
finalists. They are — with
the exception of an
individual or two. Not only
Phil King presents the top trophy to the
that; last year's outcome was Beavers' captain. Bernie Gihhs. Pictured with
repeated in the final on
them are organiser Richard Andrews and
Gordon Criiickshank. the Ace Finn
captain.
Saturday. 13 June.
However, there was a
difference. Wozzle's Tipsters
reclaimed the championship
trophy under the alias of
Bernie's Beavers, scoring
246 to Ace Finn's 224 —
soiTiewhat lower figures than
either achieved in 1991.
This year the ladies'
entries proved insufficient to
Showing tlhit losers can he winners, the
warrant a separate
Marauders (parts mamifactiiring
QAl.
captained
competition and they were
hy .Ian Sologiib and pictured here with Phil
incorporated in the
King, wim the wooden spoon.
mainstream event, which
attracted a total of 45 teams.
the awards, congratulated all
The highest scorer overall was
concerned, and was doubtless
Dave Robinson with 56. But in the
pleased that the silver assets on
bowl-off championship in which
display in his department now
most of the highest scorers took
remain as copious as ever.
part, it was two Ace Finns who
Richard presented Pat with a
fought for supremacy.
bouquet of flowers and everyone
Ellen Baldwin and Brian Chelu
then enjoyed a well-earned supper.

All geared
Grenville

up to go are (frimi left) Gary Pearce.
Holdswinth.

Obituary
WE REGRET to report the deaths of:
Arthur Cooper on 16 June aged 71.
He joined us in January 1964 as an H13
assembly operator and was soon
promoted to main line chargehand. He
transfened lo remodelling as supervisor
in 1968 and became an assistant
manager in 4000 assembly. He was
working at our Lydney satellite plant
when he retired in 1975. Two of his
daughters also worked at Mitcheldcan.
Arthur's record of work in the

Nick Miles. Neil Hale

and

community was outstanding; he served
in local government for 30 years, and
for 11 years chaired the Forest of Dean
District Council. He helped in
attracting new industry to the Forest
when local unemployment was high,
and took part in delegations to Brussels
to attract financial aid from the EEC.
He was appointed Deputy Lieutenant of
Gloucestershire two years ago.
John Williams, aged 64. on I
June. He worked in recycling
operations and had been with us for 13
years before he retired in 1986.

RANK XEROX

Soccer giants
fight it out
SOME FRIENDLY rivalry between
the staff of EMC who moved here
from Welwyn and those recruited at
Mitcheldean. led to a football match
at Harrow Hill on Sunday. 17 May.
In this long-awaited duel
between two soccer giants (!) the
Welwyn Sproutmouths were due to
face up to the Mitchelgooners for a
10am kick-off. However, Barry
"Grab'em" Turley and Mike
'Stopper" Aston (both Gooners)
arrived late under the impression
that the start time was l().,3(). Since
this information had been relayed to
them by Sproutmouth skipper Stuart
'Dynamo" Gorman, very
uncharitable thoughts of 'nobbling"
came instantly to the minds of the
home team.
A pre-match photocall also
delayed things further while the
lads searched frantically for a
hairdresser among the spectators.
Finally — only some ,30 minutes
late — the game got under way with
some very determined play. No
quarter was asked nor given by
either side, while Match-of-the-Day
cameraman Martyn Duggan
manfully attempted to video
every brilliant encounter.
(Incidentally BSkyB. we're
available — and cheap!)
A brilliant tactical move by
home skipper Andy "Bite Your
Legs' George in deciding to have
his team play up the slope with the
wind against them, soon paid off

for the Mitchelgooners and, by half
time, the score was 3-0 in their
favour.
With chants of "easy, easy!"
coming from the home crowd the
second half got under way. Alas,
the Gooners were in for a shock.
A quick re-shuffle of the
Sproutmouth ensemble soon paid
dividends, when Colin "Ten "Years
Ahead Of His Time' Nash crashed
home an unstoppable shot. Two
more goals followed in quick
succession to level the score.
With the game balanced on a
knife-edge and both teains short
of puff, the last ten minutes seemed
like ten hours. At this stage, the
undoubted hero of the match was
Colin 'The Cat' Price who
produced a series of superb saves
before being beaten twice in the
dying minutes by the youngest
player on the pitch that day — Eric
•Junior' Lane.
The game ended with the score
5-3 to Mitchelgooners — a decisive
home victory!
Many thanks are due to Harrow
Hill AFC for the use of their
facilities, to Drybrook and
Lydbrook AFCs for the loan of their
kit. to referee Brian Aston, and to
young linesman Simon Pisani. The
after-match jars in the club house
were also thoroughly appreciated by
both sides — the game getting better
and better as the afternoon wore on!
'Shaky' Foxwell
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Left: The two rugger teants — see if you
cctti sort the men from the girls!
Above: "Oh, knickers!"

The Lady Killers
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EMC FIELDED another notable
sports event on Sunday, 7 June — a
rugger match between the (initially)
all-ladies England Select XV and
the all-men Johnson's All Stars XV.
Rumour has it that the latter's
captain, Mike "The Torquay Terror'
Johnson, had great difficulty in
raising a side after the England XV
was announced.
The girls trained hard over the
previous weeks in their high altitude
training camp at the Bell's Country
Club complex, under the guidance

of John (Mike) Teague. husband of
the team's captain, Sarah.
Dressed overall in Berry Hill
RFC scarlet, they looked a sight
more professional than their
opponents, who were obliged to
wear skirts, black stockings and
wellies — an outfit which was
interpreted very loosely.
The match went well at first for
the men. and at half time the score
was 12-6 in their favour.
This could not be allowed to
continue, and after the break the

girls" XV became XX and included
spectators, plus Paul Gaylard who
had defected from the men's side.
Scrums were frequent, and the
referee. Dave (Daisy?) Johnson,
was to be seen clambering over the
heaving mass of bodies or
occasionally disappearing
underneath them.
He administered discipline
freely with buckets of water, and
hooker Carl Evans was given a
penalty just because he was Welsh.
Wellies came off. so did other
items of clothing which impeded
the men's action.
Never to be forgotten was the
sight of the chap in a pink dress

shouting •'Here we go!" as he tore
down towards the goal with the ball,
only to be downed by his own
bloomers.
Fate, and the fair sex. were
against the men (the girls indulged
in a bit of charming cheating, too).
But it was largely due to kicker
Sarah Payne's success in converting
all her team's tries without a single
miss that they won the match 24-10.
A disco in the clubhou.se
followed and some £700 was raised
in aid of the Special Care Baby Unit
at Gloucestershire Royal Hospital.
Thanks go to Berry Hill RFC for
the u.se of their facilities.

